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Bloomberg is the LNG market’s premier destination for news
and research, prices, and fundamentals — combining these
crucial elements into one unified solution for analysts, traders
and finance professionals. The Bloomberg Terminal® gives
you the power to analyze the factors affecting your business,
clients and stakeholders, identify opportunities, and make
more informed decisions. From short term gas prices and
vessel tracking to long-term market outlooks and in-depth
analysis, we’ve got you covered.

Pricing
Bloomberg provides unrivaled coverage of gas and LNG
pricing worldwide, in spot markets, forwards and futures.
All pricing on one unified platform
• Brent
• Henry Hub
• T TF (Title Transfer Facility)
• NBP (National Balancing Point)
• JKM (Japan Korea Marker)

Customized pricing templates
Use Bloomberg Excel API to accurately
price LNG cargoes with integrated gas
prices and FX forward rates.

Pricing analysis
 un technical analysis, correlations
R
charts and data visualization to identify
trends and make sense of data.

News, Research
& Analysis
Our global team of LNG journalists and researchers cover
all aspects of the LNG market, from company and market
news to outages and weather.

Bloomberg news on LNG

Bloomberg News
Global news on the LNG market,
including tenders, maintenance and
outages, shipping, and company news.

Bloomberg Intelligence - LNG berth visits data

Bloomberg Intelligence
Research on the forces driving the industry
and their effects on the companies that
invest in it.

Bloomberg NEF
Analysis on market factors including short
term fundamentals and pricing, LNG
flows, trades and contract database.

Fundamentals
Track LNG liquefaction and regasifcation volumes down
to the country and port level on a daily, weekly, monthly,
or further basis. Market participants no longer need to
wait for government data releases to gain insights into
this crucial data.

BMAP LNG vessel tracker

Enhanced vessel tracking capabilities
Real-time tracking of LNG cargoes to
view and anticipate forward volumes.

BloombergNEF - LNG Outlook

L NG contract database
Insights into mid to long term
LNG contracts.

W
 eather forecast
Detailed weather analytics provide
leading indicators for LNG demand.

Take the next step.
For more information on how
Bloomberg can empower your
LNG business, contact us at
bbg_apac@bloomberg.com.
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